Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is a noninvasive method used to estimate the conductivity of head tissues. Estimation based on the unconstrained Gauss-Newton (GN) method is conventional, but it may result in negative-value or extraordinary high-value estimates, which are unexpected. In this study, the bound-constrained method and the positivity-constrained optimization method were investigated and compared to the unconstrained optimization method. A two-dimensional model was created for conductivity estimation containing five head tissues, i.e., the scalp, the skull, the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), grey matter (GM), and white matter (WM). The results showed that the accuracy, the robustness, and the estimation convergence of the estimation of this approach were significantly improved by constraining. All unexpected values also disappeared. The investigation proved that very high sensitivity of the skull region caused the unexpected outcome of the unconstrained cases. This high sensitivity can be significantly reduced by constraining. However, a degree of estimation nonlinearity can be increased by constraining as well, causing some estimation accuracies in the case of the positivityconstrained optimization method to be poor. Therefore, it is recommended to use only the bound-constrained optimization method.
INTRODUCTION
Head tissue conductivities are used in many medical applications, e.g. localization of cortical regions in human brain in response to brain stimulations [1] , navigation in deep brain surgery [2] , and electromagnetic imaging of the source of brain function [3] . Conventionally, only five tissues are of interest, i.e. the scalp, the skull, the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), grey matter (GM), and white matter (WM). Many studies have discussed the conductivity of these tissues, as shown in Table 1 . Samples of tissues are examined in the case of in vitro method. This method is invasive. The conductivities obtained by this method are commonly used as references in the present. Due to sample manipulation, the accuracy of the conductivity measurement of this method is still an issue of concern.
The obtained conductivity may be inaccurate by the influence of storing duration, air exposing, cooling, drying, or cleaning. In the case of in vivo method, it could be both invasive and noninvasive. To invasively measure the conductivity of the tissues situated in the deep region of the head, needle electrodes were invasively pierced into the deep region of the head [4] , or intracerebral multicontact electrodes were implanted [5] . Tissue conductivities can be estimated non-invasively by magnetoencephalography (MEG) -a contactless method [6, 7] , or by using the boundary voltage information of electroencephalography (EEG) [6, 8] , or the electrical impedance tomography (EIT) technique [9, 10] , which are much cheaper in terms of both operation and instrument costs. Interestingly, as shown in Table 1 , the conductivities obtained by these methods are not significantly different.
To estimate the conductivities by using scalp voltage information, the estimation based on the Gauss-Newton (GN) method is usually used to estimate the conductivities in conjunction with a subject head model. The estimation may be performed without using current or voltage source, i.e. EEG [7, 11] , or by using the source, i.e. EIT [9, 10] . The estimation based on EIT is most popular for obtaining generic conductivities. However, the reported conductivity values based on the GN method are unstable. Conductivity values may be negative, out of range reported by in vitro methods. To the best knowledge of the authors of this paper, there has been no successful conductivity estimation for the CSF, GM, and WM. This is due to susceptibility to noise and error of the conventional GN method. Noise could be instrumentation noise and physiological noise. Instrumentation noise occurs due to poor hardware design or the limitation of the hardware, e.g. the resolution of an analog-to-digital converter. Physiological noise is an irrelevant physiological response that cannot be isolated from the interested response. In the case of error, it could be a modeling error and a linearization error. This includes an error due to the selection of initial guesses for the estimation. Recently, the bound-constrained optimization method and the positivity-constrained optimization method have been proposed for EIT to improve the performance of image reconstruction [12] . The estimated pixel values were constrained to be only positive, resulting in fewer artifacts in images. Accordingly, the constrained method could be possibly used to estimate the conductivities with robustness to noise and error.
In this study, the head conductivities were estimated based on the EIT technique. Two constrained methods, i.e. the bound-constrained optimization and the positivity-constrained optimization method, were used to estimate the scalp, skull, CSF, GM, and WM conductivity. The conventional GN method which is an unconstrained optimization method was used in the comparison.
Tissues
In vitro method (S/M)
In vivo and invasive method (S/M)

In vivo and noninvasive method (S/M)
Scalp 0.22 [13] , 0.4348 [14] 0.315 [7] , 0.3-0.4 [9] , 0.3322-0.4277 [6] , 0.58 [10] Skull 0.0049-0.0095 [15] , 0.0131 [8] , 0.0132-0.0324 [16] , 0.0214-0.0801 [17] 0.0045-0.005 [9] , 0.0062-0.0113 [6] , 0.008 [10] , 0.0093-0.015 [11] , 0.015 [8] , 0.016 [7] CSF 1 [18] , 1.456-1.802 [19] 1.25 [4] GM 0.33-0.43 [18] 0.2849 [4] , 0.26 [5] WM 0.76 [18] 0.2556 [4] , 0.17 [5] 
ElECTrICAl IMPEdANCE TOMOgrAPHy (EIT)
EIT is a technique to image the conductivity distribution σ of a measured subject as a conductive volume Ω. Boundary voltage V, i.e. scalp voltage, is collected, while a small current I el is injected at the volume boundary Ω el . The system is governed by the following equations [20] :
where x is a point in Ω, u is the potential distribution inside Ω, and z el is the contact impedance.
UNCONSTrAINEd-OPTIMIzATION METHOd
The scalp voltage V is predicted by the EIT model:
where U is the forward modeling function of conductivity distribution σ, and e is noise which is included the system error. σˆ is the estimate, where the given prediction voltages U fit V, which is estimated by:
The iterative regularized Gauss-Newton (GN) method is usually used by: (7) where J is the sensitivity matrix or the Jacobian matrix, i.e. ∂U, R is the regularization matrix, λ is the regularization parameter, and i is the iteration index. Note that σˆ of the first iteration is a vector of initial guesses. In order to estimate the generic conductivity of each tissue, the sensitivity of each tissue region is averaged [9, 10].
BOUNd-CONSTrAINT OPTIMIzATION METHOd
The scaled-logistic function is used to constrain σ, which is transformed to γ:
where t is the upper bound, p is the lower bound, and κ is the relaxation factor. t and p are determined from the values obtained from the literature ( Table 1 ). The sensitivity matrix of γ is computed by [12] : (9) γˆ is then determined from:
Eventually, γˆ is reversely transformed to σˆ by (8).
POSITIVITy-CONSTrAINT OPTIMIzATION METHOd
The logarithmic function is used in this method instead of the scaled-logistic function to constrain the estimation to only the positive value by:
The sensitivity matrix of γ is computed by [12] : (12) γˆ is determined by (10) , and σˆ is then obtained by using (11).
Simulation Configuration
A 2D-circular model containing five layers (from the outermost layer to the innermost layer), i.e. the scalp, the skull, the CSF, GM and WM, and having 10,816 elements was used in the simulation (Fig. 1 ). The diameter was 170 mm, and the tissue thicknesses, ordered from the outermost to the innermost, were 6.6 mm, 6.6 mm, 6.6 mm, 8.2 mm, and 57 mm, respectively. Sixteen electrodes were attached, where 192 nearest-neighbor measurements were collected. 1 mA peak-peak current was diametrically injected to a pair of electrodes. There were 16 diametrically current patterns used. Small noise of a 50dB signal-to-noise ratio was added to the measurements. The simulated conductivities were 0.58 S/m, 0.008 S/m, 1.802 S/m, 0.2849 S/m, and 0.2556 S/m for the scalp, the skull, the CSF, the GM layer, and WM, respectively. Thirty initial guesses used in the simulation were randomly selected from the values shown in Table 1 . Estimation using the unconstrained GN method was compared to that using the bound-constrained and the positivityconstrained GN methods. The regularization parameter was set to 1x10 -4 and the relaxation factor was set to one for all cases. In the case of the boundconstrained method, the upper bound was set to 2 S/m and the lower bound was set to 0 S/m, covering the reported values shown in Table 1 . The number of iterations was 15, which checked that all estimations stagnated. The Jacobian matrix was updated in every iteration with the estimated conductivities of the previous iteration. EIDORS software (http://eidors3d. sourceforge.net) was used to solve the EIT forward problem. Relative error was used to determine the accuracy of the methods, as shown in (13) . A small value of relative error was expected. (from the outermost layer to the innermost layer) the scalp, the skull, the CSF, the GM, and the WM
RESULTS
Estimation results are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 2 . In Table 2 , the displayed estimates have excluded the estimates whose conductivity value is negative or greater than 2 S/m, which is within range of the reported values (as shown in Table 1 ). Similarly to Fig. 2 , the estimates where the conductivity value is very large or negative are not displayed. It is clearly seen that the use of the unconstrained optimization method, which is the conventional method, resulted in lots of negative or over-range estimates, in particular, the estimates of the GM and the WM conductivity. 70% of these estimates were negative. The values can be down to -233 S/m and up to 265 S/m. The over-range estimates occurred when using the positivity-constrained optimization method as well, in particular, those of the CSF conductivities. 66.7% of these estimates were over-ranged. The values can be up to 320x10 6 S/m. It is interesting that these unexpected values did not occur when the boundconstrained optimization method was used.
When the unexpected values were not taken into account, estimation for the scalp conductivity was satisfactory for all methods (the worst error was only 0.7%). Estimation of the skull and the WM conductivity was plausible for both the unconstrained and the bound-constrained optimization method. More specifically, the estimation accuracy for the skull conductivity of the bound-constrained optimization method was much better than that of the unconstrained optimization method, i.e. by 11.25%. Estimation of the CSF conductivity in the case of using the bound-constrained optimization method showed only marginal accuracy, but this accuracy was better than the other methods. Only the estimation for the GM conductivity in the case of using the unconstrained (with the exclusion of negative estimates) and the positivity-constrained optimization method was more accurate than that obtained by using the boundconstrained optimization method.
The convergences of the estimations of all methods are shown in figures 3-5. It is obvious that the unconstrained optimization method was less robust to the selection of initial guesses than the other constrained optimization methods. Many error norms were large and required more iterations to restagnate. Overall, it required approximately 8 iterations to stagnate. The convergence rate of the positivityconstrained optimization method proved to be slightly more plausible than that of the bound-constrained optimization method, although some estimation cases were larger in error. The estimations stagnated at approximately the 4 th iteration for both constrained optimization methods.
The susceptibility to the selection of the initial guesses can be determined from Fig. 6 . In general, only a slight difference in estimation errors can be noticed from all methods. Mostly, the error ranged between 0.0032 and 0.0049. Only three cases of the unconstrained optimization method and one case of the positivity-constrained optimization method were beyond this range, i.e. greater than 0.49. This indicates higher robustness to the initial guess selection of the bound-constrained optimization method. 
DISCUSSION
According to the large number of unexpected estimates in the case of using the unconstrained optimization method in conjunction with poorer accuracies compared to other constrained optimization methods, the unconstrained optimization method is suitable only for scalp and skull conductivity estimation. However, there is still a 6.7% chance to have unexpected values. The bound-constrained optimization method is suitable for almost all cases, with the exception of GM conductivity estimation. The positivity-constrained optimization method is suitable to estimate the scalp, the GM, and the WM conductivities. However, there is still a 3.3% chance to have unexpected values.
Two additional analyses were carried out to investigate the condition number of the Jacobian matrices and the norm of element sensitivities in each of the tissue regions, as shown in tables 3 and 4. It is obvious that constraining can decrease the condition number by 31-76 times ( Table 3 ). The condition number of the positivityconstrained optimization method is 2.4 times less than that of the bound-constrained optimization method.
This can be used to explain the better convergence performance of the positivity-constrained optimization method, as shown in figures 4 and 5, because the lower condition number will result in less susceptibility to noise and error (the error in this case is the linearization error due to the different selection of initial guesses). Considering the change of region sensitivity, as shown in Table 4 and Figure 7 , significant decreases in sensitivity are noticeable in the scalp and the skull region. In the unconstrained case, the sensitivity of the skull region is the largest. It is 53 times larger than that of the scalp region and it is 419-1,806 times larger than that of the inner regions. These numbers are completely different after constraining. In the bound-constrained case, the sensitivity of the skull is larger than that of the scalp and those of the inner tissues by only 2.4 times and only 13-54 times, respectively. In the positivity-constrained case, the sensitivity of the skull is larger than that of the scalp and the inner regions by only 2 times and only 8-22 times, respectively. There is no significant difference between the two constrained optimization methods.
The very large sensitivity of the skull region in the unconstrained case resulted in a very large sensitivity to noise and error of skull conductivity estimation. The accuracy of skull conductivity estimation was then not accurate. The very small sensitivity of the inner regions compared to the sensitivity of the scalp and the skull regions caused a very small change in conductivity value from the initial values. In other words, even though the difference between the exact conductivity value and the initial guess value is large, it will result in a very small change from the initial value and then slightly impact the estimation. In the case of the CSF, GM, and WM, even though the improvement of sensitivity was carried out by constraining, the accuracy of CSF, GM, and WM conductivity estimation was not significantly improved in general. This may indicate the insufficiently large sensitivity of these inner regions. Furthermore, surprisingly, poor accuracy of skull conductivity estimation and many over-range estimates of the CSF conductivity were found in the case of using the positivity-constrained optimization method. This is due to both the reduction of the error in the case of skull conductivity estimation and the enlargement of the error in the case of CSF conductivity estimation after transforming γ back to σ. Considering σ-γ mapping of the positivity-constrained case in Fig. 8 , a very large error in γ of the skull conductivity becomes a very small error in σ when it is reversely transformed back. Therefore, the conductivity value of the skull conductivity will only slightly change from the initial value even though the error is large. On the other hand, a very small error in γ of the CSF conductivity becomes a very large error in σ. In contrast, a large change in the conductivity value will occur in every iteration of CSF conductivity estimation. Therefore, the robustness for CSF conductivity estimation is poor. A degree of complexity and nonlinearity of the system is then substantially increased by positivity-constraining. Compared to the case of using the bound-constrained optimization method, these phenomena will occur with a lesser degree in the range of conductivity values used, and this causes the bound-constrained optimization method to be more robust and more accurate than the others. 
CONCLUSION
In this study, the estimation performance of the unconstrained optimization method and two constrained optimization methods, i.e. the bound-constrained and the positivity-constrained optimization method for estimating the scalp, the skull, the CSF, the GM, and the WM conductivity were investigated. The use of constraints significantly improved the sensitivity of the scalp and the skull region, and it resulted in the improvement of the accuracies and the robustness of estimation, even though it increased a degree of nonlinearity of estimation. Estimation with the positivityconstraint optimization method, however, resulted in an unexpected outcome for the estimation of the CSF and the skull conductivity due to a significant increase in the nonlinearity degree. Therefore, only the boundconstrained optimization is advisable here for head tissue conductivity estimation. It is also good to note that the sensitivity of the CSF, the GM, and the WM region was probably too small to obtain accurate conductivities of these tissues.
